General Overview

- **17,000** Academic Degree Students (Ramat Gan and Safed Campuses) with over 52% Graduate Students
- **6,000** Non-Degree Students
- **130,000** Alumni
- **800** International Students
- **670** Senior Academic Faculty Members
- **8** Faculties: Mina and Everard Goodman Faculty of Life Sciences, Exact Sciences, Azrieli Faculty of Medicine, Alexander Kofkin Faculty of Engineering, Social Sciences, Humanities, Jewish Studies, and Law
- **37** Departments & Schools
- **16** Interdisciplinary Study Programs & Tracks
- **8,000** Academic Courses
- **55** Research Centers & Institutes, including the Center for Research on Applied Cryptography and Cyber Security, the Leslie and Susan Gonda (Goldschmied) Multidisciplinary Brain Research Center and the Bar-Ilan Institute for Nanotechnology and Advanced Materials (BINA)
- **90** International Academic & Research Cooperation Agreements
- **900** Active Grants
- **60** Endowed Chairs
- **300** Laboratories
- **29** Libraries holding more than 1,000,000 titles
- The main Ramat Gan Campus covers a **359,169 sq. ft.** built area; and the Azrieli Medical Faculty Campus in Safed covers **79,072 sq. ft.**
Select Academic Areas

- Law, Business, Entrepreneurship, Economics, Accounting, Logistics, Management
- Computer Sciences, Cyber-Security, Mathematics, Engineering
- Biotechnology, Bio-Physics, Optometry and Vision Sciences, Brain Sciences
- Bible, Talmud, Contemporary Jewish Studies, Archaeology and Land-of-Israel
- Medicine and Medical Research
- Languages, Literature, Music
- Ecology, Geography and Environment
- Criminology, Psychology, Sociology & Anthropology, Social Work, Education
- Political Studies, Middle Eastern Studies, Conflict Resolution
Advanced Jewish Studies

The Ludwig and Erica Jesselson Institute for Advanced Torah Studies: Beit Midrash for Men and Midrasha for Women uniquely enable Bar-Ilan students to combine intensive, high-level Jewish studies with their academic degree training in a wide range of fields.

A Microcosm of Israeli Society

Bar-Ilan University, one of Israel's leading institutions of higher education, is uniquely academic by design and Jewish by nature. Thousands of students pursue their BA, MA, PhD and MDs on our Ramat Gan and Safed campuses; many more are enrolled in certificate and enrichment programs, including the largest in-service teacher training program in Israel.

A microcosm of Israeli society, BIU's diverse student body represents the four "tribes" of Israel: secular Jews, national religious Jews, ultra-orthodox Jews, and Arabs. With tolerance and civility our operating code, the multicultural environment on campus provides a singular forum for free thought and exchange, as well as open discussion.
BIU-Partnered National Centers of Research Excellence

- Gene Regulation in Complex Human Disease
- Cognitive Sciences
- Study of Modern Jewish Culture
- Mass Trauma Research
- Abrahamic Religions
- Chromatin and RNA Gene Regulation
- Physical Approaches to Dynamic Processes in Living Systems
- Petroleum Alternatives for Transportation
- Center for Research in Applied Cryptography and Cyber Security

Impact Research Centers

- Smart Cities Impact Center
- Network Science Impact Center
- University Research Prison Impact Center
- Quest-Quantum Entanglement Impact Center
- Systems and Circuits Impact Center
- Judaism and Democracy Impact Center
- Cyber Security Impact Center
- Electric Propulsion Impact Center
- Depression Research Impact Center
- Personalized Medicine Impact Center
Since its establishment in 1955, Bar-Ilan University has grown and developed from an institution with 70 students to one with a flourishing central Israel campus of 17,000. Its milestone achievements in science and humanities and in all fields of human endeavors have made an indelible imprint on the landscape of the State of Israel.

Today, the university is looking forward to a new period of transformational growth, through the establishment of challenge-driven research centers, incorporation of innovative instructional methods, intensification of global outreach efforts, embracement of pro-active community relations, and broadening of the discourse and dialogue in the Jewish world and in Israeli society.

Our aspirations are ambitious, but eminently achievable: to take the notion of "excellence" far beyond its traditional boundaries, so that it will impact lives and people. Join us as we embark on an exciting journey of innovation, influence and inspiration, now and in the years to come.